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Introduction 

Before anyone can make a personal change in their lives they have to ask themselves what 

defines them in the context of the changes they want to make. With this in mind I sat down to 

ask myself, when it comes to sustainable development, who am I? 

On the macro level people view sustainable development in terms of using less fossil fuel, 

curbing climate change and keeping the planet in good shape for future generations. It is 

viewed as a job for governments and big industries to solve as they are controlling vast 

amounts of people and finances. On a personal level people often think, I am just one person, 

what impact could I possibly have?  

And to be perfectly honest, until I started learning about this area I had the same opinion. I 

thought I could not possibly make any bit of a difference on my own. But if humanity did not 

change its attitude and open their minds to new ideas then the wheel would never have been 

invented. I have begun to change my own outlook and while I do not think the world will 

change on the back of the personal changes I have tried to embrace over the last few weeks, I 

do feel that there is the potential for great changes and improvements in the world. In one of 

our lectures recently we came across a phrase along the lines of ‘Every little helps….no, 

every big helps’. And while I agree with that sentiment in a lot of areas, I do feel that if 

everyone can make just a little change it could have a huge benefit when all combined 

together. There are seven billion people on this planet, so if we could get seven billion ‘little 

helps’ then I think it would classify overall as a big help! 

So who am I?  I am twenty five years old in first year in university studying energy. Since 

completing my second level education in 2004 I have been working in the construction 

industry as a carpenter. I decided last year to enrol as a mature student. I was drawn to the 

Energy course as I feel there is huge potential for change in this area especially in the drive 

towards more sustainable practices. With this in mind I viewed this project as a perfect 

opportunity to see if I could change and improve my own practices when it comes to energy 

usage. One area jumped out at me immediately, my car. 

 

My Transport Needs  

Firstly I had to examine my own needs and habits when it comes to driving. My car is a 2006 

Ford Focus with a 1.4 litre petrol engine. The current cost of petrol gave me great motivation 

to see if I could make an improvement here. The main reasons we look to transport from a 

sustainable development viewpoint is because the majority of cars are powered by either 

petrol or diesel so as a result there damaging emissions. With there being approximately 600 

million cars on the planet that makes up a lot of emissions. For me to improve the emissions 

coming from my own car there were a few options to consider. 



1. Change to a more efficient model- Not an option, obviously being a full time student 

brings its own financial constraints. My current car will not be changing for a few 

years! 

2. Use public transport- Not really applicable to me due to my college needs with a 

flexible timetable. 

3. Limit my use of the car (e.g. walking or cycling) - This is something I found I could 

embrace on a local level easily enough, however due to distance I would still have to 

drive to university every day. 

4. Change my driving habits- At first I found this to be a bit vague but the more I 

thought about I realised this was something I could make a real change in. 

My Habits 

Upon examining my driving habits I focussed in on a piece of advice that my father always 

gives me, ‘don t always be driving around with a heavy load’. As I mentioned earlier I 

worked in construction full time from 2004 to 2011. I started driving in 2005 and drove 

myself to and from work since then. While I was trained as a carpenter, my work was not 

limited to that sphere. I worked in an array of different areas of construction so I developed 

quite a wide skill set. With a wider set of duties came a need for a greater array of tools to go 

about these jobs. And it was general practice to carry around all these tools with me all the 

time, because as pot luck would have it, the item you are missing on any given day is the tool 

you need to complete that specific job!!My personal habits developed to the point where I 

often drove around with a boot full of tools even on occasions when I would not need them.  

Even though I am now a full time student I still find myself doing jobs on most weekends. 

And with the advice from my father still ringing in my years I found I had still maintained the 

habits picked up over my years in construction. Due to college my work was mainly confined 

to weekends but I would often still leave all my tools in the car all week, unused, as I drove to 

and from college. It was time to put the advice to the test and see what impact it might have. 

While obviously my use of my car is not just confined to driving to and from college, in order 

to gain more accurate results I abstained from using my car for anything other than college 

trips for two weeks. This also led me to engage in different modes of transport such as 

walking and cycling on a local level. 

The distance from my house to the University of Limerick is 20.5 kilometres. A round trip of 

41km per day which gives me a weekly trip of 205 km for college. According to the Fuel 

Cost Calculator available on (http://www2.aaireland.ie/routes_beta/Search.aspx) that would 

give me a weekly cost of €30. I used this as a figure to base my experiment on. All figures 

produced from here on are approximations unless stated 

Week 1- On Sunday 5
th

 February I readied myself for my first week of the experiment. I 

weighed all tools I would usually carry in my car and left them in the boot. These are my 

essential tools, the tools I would take to practically every job, no matter what type of job. And 

in turn these are the tools I carry in my car unnecessarily for the following week. These 

included: 

http://www2.aaireland.ie/routes_beta/Search.aspx


 2 tool boxes (hand tools)    Total  21kg 

 1 bucket hand tools   7kg 

 Boxes for drills(1 power and 1 cordless)   Total 16 kg 

 Boxes drill bits and fixings  6kg 

 1 plastic box miscellaneous use, (safety wear, paint brushes, skill saw etc.)   16kg 

 1 sledge hammer  10 kg  

 Total     76kg 

 

MY TOOLS LOADED IN MY CAR 

My cars petrol was quite low so I waited until the petrol light came on before I filled it with 

€30 at €1.57 per litre which was the cost in my local filling station at the time( it has since 

gone up by a couple of cents). This gave me 19.1 litres of petrol. My plan was to record how 

many kilometres into my weekly trip it would be before the petrol light would light up again. 

If the petrol light came on petrol light came on before I finished my weekly college trip, I 

planned to add €5 worth of fuel until I reached my 205km target. I would then be able to 

make an approximation on how much fuel I had used during the week. I would also use up 

the remaining fuel until the light came on to get an accurate measure of the amount of petrol 

required to do a certain distance.  

Results  

As expected there was nothing to report for the first few days only a steady decline in the fuel 

gauge. Thursday morning I kept a close eye on the gauge as I drove to Limerick. But nothing 

happened. Nearing home on Thursday evening the light came on at 160km. I was able to put 

in the extra €5 of fuel almost immediately. That was enough to get me home and back in to 



university on Friday but just as I started for home on Friday evening the light came on again 

on 187km. I put another €5 in immediately. This got me home which was 18km away without 

the petrol light relighting. In fact the light did not come on again until 219kmm, which meant 

€40 got me about 219km. From these findings I estimate to have used between €37 and €38 

of fuel for college alone during the week I travelled with my tools on board adding extra 

weight of 76kg. Already this was a major eye opener for me as my estimated fuel 

consumption was €30. 

Week 2- I looked forward to this week as I wanted to see if there was an obvious difference. 

So on Sunday 11
th

 February I cleaned all the tools out of my boot and considerably lightened 

the load. Just after my petrol light came on I filled up with €30 of fuel. Thankfully, for the 

sake of my experiment it was still the same price so I was filled up with another 19.1litres. 

Thursday came and went with no sign of the fuel light. Still nothing travelling to Limerick on 

Friday morning. And nothing all the way home Friday evening. It was not until later that 

evening on 211km that the fuel light came on. 

Table of Results 

WEEK 1 WITH TOOLS-EXTRA WEIGHT 76KG 

TOTAL COST TOTAL LITRES TOTAL KM KM/LITRE 

€40 25.5 219 8.6 KM/LITRE 

 

WEEK 2 WITHOUT TOOLS LESS 76KG 

TOTAL COST TOTAL LITRES TOTAL KM KM/LITRE 

€30 19.1 LITRES 211 KM 11 KM/LITRE 
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Impacts 

Environmental 

Using the greenhouse gas emission calculator on the Australian government website 

(http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/transport/fuelguide/environment.htm) I was able 

to make an approximate calculation that with no extra load in the car I would emit 43kg of 

greenhouse gases, predominantly CO2 each week. However if I had the extra load of 76kg 

my emissions would increase to 55 kg every week. This is on my driving to university only, 

without any other driving. As the graph shows the more driving I would do under these 

conditions then the greater the differences in fuel consumption. I was able to save 

approximately 12kg of emissions per week by making a very simple and small change. If 

everyone could make a small change there is huge potential for a beneficial change. On the 

Department of Transports website 

(http://www.transport.ie/viewitem.asp?id=6940&lang=ENG&loc=1081) I learned that there 

were over 1.5 million cars in Ireland in 2003, this figure has probably risen since. If there 

could be a push by the owners of these cars in Ireland to become more environmentally 

conscious of their car use it would be a huge difference. If the average change was even just 

1kg of emissions per week then we would be cutting our emissions by 78million kg per year. 

Every little can help. 

And it does not have to be just people changing their driving habits. A greater emphasis 

should be placed on the benefits of using public transport and cycling and walking when 

applicable. Making use of these options can also help reduce damage to the environment. 

Another part of the personal change I embraced was of trying to cycle or walk more often. 
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My home is only 1km from the local village so lessening my dependence on my car on local 

journeys was easy and quite enjoyable. 

Economic 

From my own personal financial view the experiment was a resounding success. I was able to 

make a saving on my own fuel costs of over €1 per day. As fuel costs are currently so high 

this is of huge benefit to me. Much like the potential environmental impacts possible if there 

was a widespread change among people I feel the same about the economic possibilities. Fuel 

prices are soaring worldwide. While it is generally accepted that the decrease in reserves of 

oil is causing the high prices, another huge contributory factor is the worldwide over 

dependence on oil. If we have any hope of seeing stabilizing or reduction on oil we have to 

reduce or dependence on it. Oil companies can hold us to ransom over pricing because they 

know we need it. I reduced my fuel spend by almost €8 a week. If our 1.5 million car owners 

in Ireland could reduce their fuel spend I think it could help make the fuel market a bit more 

competitive with their pricing. There could be a knock on effect for our national body if 

people were able to cut fuel costs by embracing public transport. In many cases now it is 

cheaper and just as convenient for people to commute by bus or train as to travel by car. 

Hopefully people can start to utilise these facilities more. 

 

Conclusions 

The two weeks really were an eye-opener for me. For my 205km college trip alone I saved 

almost €8 in the week with barely any difficulty. To quantify the degree of difficulty I done a 

further quick experiment. I got a stopwatch and timed myself loading and unloading my 

tools. To get the tools from my garage into the boot of the car took me 4 minutes and 15 

seconds. And to unload the car took me a mere 3 minutes and 30 seconds. So for three and a 

half minutes of work I was able to increase my fuel efficiency by 2.4 km/L per week. And 

more importantly to me I was able to save over €1 a day on my fuel costs. All for a simple 

change of my habits. In fact probably the most difficult thing to do is sit down and figure out 

where you can make a change. People often get rooted into the same bad practices and these 

habits can get so ingrained in one’s mind that they do not realise that they are 

counterproductive. If people can engage in some honest self-examination then they can 

produce ways of improving their lifestyles. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


